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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your network contains an Active Directory forest named contoso.com. The forest contains four
domains. All servers run Windows Server 2012 R2.
Each domain has a user named User1.
You have a file server named Server1 that is used to synchronize user folders by using the
Work Folders role service.
Server1 has a work folder named Sync1.
You need to ensure that each user has a separate folder in Sync1.
What should you do?
A. From File and Storage Services in Server Manager, modify the properties of Sync1.
B. Run the Set-SyncShare cmdlet.
C. Run the Set-SyncServerSetting cmdlet.
D. From Windows Explorer, modify the Sharing properties of Sync1.
Answer: B
Explanation:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-US/library/dn296649.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer needs a networking solution that supports their Microsoft Skype for Business

Unified
Communications (UC) solution. The architect discovers that user wireless devices are Wi-Fi
Multimedia
(WMM) capable. Windows policies assign voice traffic DSCP 46 and video traffic DSCP 34.
Which potential issue should the architect explain to the customer about the default QoS
settings?
A. The DSCP values place both voice and video traffic in the video VMM queue, so voice does
not receive
the prioritization that is should.
B. DSCP is incompatible with WMM. The Aruba APs and controllers instead use 802.1p to mark
traffic to
and from wireless devices.
C. The DSCP for wireless client traffic is concealed within the GRE packet on the path from the
AP to the
controller, and does not take effect.
D. The Aruba APs and controllers use different prioritization mechanism from WMM, so they will
not
accept high priority traffic from the wireless devices.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following tasks would cause the GREATEST segregation of duties (SoD) concern if
performed by the person who reconciles the organization's device inventory?
A. Approving the issuing of devices
B. Tracking devices used for spare parts
C. Creating the device policy
D. Issuing devices to employees
Answer: A
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